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Abstract 

Many folded structures form above faults that dip to considerable depth. In petroleum exploration and development, locating the controlling 

fault is a matter of practical importance. Often, seismic and well data constrain the upper fold geometry but the dip and location of the 

controlling fault are unknown. Excess-area or area-depth-strain (ADS) analysis can directly determine detachment depth without restrictive 

kinematic assumptions. However, the standard ADS method is limited to structures with horizontal detachments where regional elevations are 

the same on both sides of the fault. We present a new ADS method that directly determines fault depth, dip, displacement, and layer-parallel 

strain for structures characterized by differing regional elevations in the footwall and hangingwall. Referred to as the fault trajectory method, 

the new technique relates structural relief within a fold to the dip of the controlling fault. By varying the analysis aperture, the method can also 

locate fault path variations such as ramps and flats. 

We validate the method using extensional and contractional models with known fault positions. ADS analysis of area-balanced forward models 

provides exact matches to the fault trajectory, displacement, and layer-parallel strain distribution. In physical models, the method reliably 

locates the position and dip of the controlling fault regardless of model rheology. The fault trajectory method also provides results that agree 

with interpretations constrained by seismic data and well logs. In the Uinta Basin of the western U.S., well and seismic data constrain the 

shallow geometry of a basement-involved fold. ADS analysis of the well-imaged interval indicates the controlling fault likely steepens to ∼50° 

in the basement. Finally, we apply the fault trajectory method to a series of case studies including a basin-bounding normal fault in the North 

Sea and fold-thrust belts in the Caribbean Ranges of Venezuela, the Bermejo Basin in Argentina, and the deep-water Mexican Ridges in the 

western Gulf of Mexico. In these locations, only the shallow fold geometry is seismically imaged while the fault locations and shapes are 

ambiguous. Area-depth analysis of these structures is only possible using the new fault trajectory method. Each case study shows how area-

depth analysis can quickly provide interpreters with the guidance and structural parameters necessary to reduce uncertainty in complex 

structural settings. 
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Presenter’s notes: Even with modern seismic data, the problem persists. This is a significantly more advanced cross section from the Willow Creek anticline 

on the southern flank of the Unita Uplift that incorporates well, seismic, and surface data.  

The shallow fault trajectory is known from wells but the deep fault geometry isn’t directly known. 

As is standard practice in this situation, a geometric model was applied. The model predicts a fault bend at depth in order to explain the anticlinal geometry 

of the hangingwall.  
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Presenter’s notes: But if we restrict the section to the well constrained parts of the structure, we see that the available data could allow for different fault 

trajectories, depending on the structural model used during interpretation. 

Area-depth analysis is an alternative to forward models can independently estimate the deep fault trajectory from the near-surface structural geometry with 

fewer kinematic assumptions. 

Previously however, area-depth analysis was only applicable to structures where regional elevations are the same on both sides of the fault, implying a flat 

detachment.  
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Presenter’s notes: Today, I’m going to show you a generalized area-depth method that works in areas where hangingwall and footwall elevations differ, 

significantly expanding the applicability of the method. 

We’ll go into the specifics shortly, but first we’ll start with a basic clay model that is stylistically similar to many Laramide uplift structures. 

So to start, we are going to do an area-depth analysis of the colored horizons. You’ll notice that they are exclusively folded with the fault tipping out below 

them. 
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Presenter’s notes: Area-depth analysis is performed by measuring the area in a horizon from a horizontal datum set at a specified regional limit.  

For structures with differing footwall and hangingwall elevations, fold area is measured between the footwall regional and the horizon. 

That area is then plotted at the average depth for the horizon. In this presentation, we’ll directly overlay the area-depth plot on the image. 
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Presenter’s notes: We repeat this process for each horizon. 
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Presenter’s notes: Note that the fold area progressively decrease with depth. 
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Presenter’s notes: The systematic relationship between fold area with depth can then be used to directly calculate the fault location, dip, and displacement as 

well as estimate horizon strains. 

In this case, the computed detachment from area-depth is almost exactly at the modeled fault.  

The area-depth displacement and fault displacement are nearly identical as well. 
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Presenter’s notes: The systematic relationship between fold area with depth can then be used to directly calculate the fault location, dip, and displacement as 

well as estimate horizon strains. 
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Presenter’s notes: The same process also works for extensional structures. 

This is a similar model, but with a normal fault.  

Again the fault location and displacement from area-depth are a good fit to the model.  
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Presenter’s notes: The same process also works for extensional structures. 

This is a similar model, but with a normal fault.  

Again the fault location and displacement from area-depth are a good fit to the model.  
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Presenter’s notes: The significant advantage of area-depth analysis is that we can lavage the structural information we have to determine the likely fault 

position at depth.  

For example in the Willow Creek structure, we use only the horizons and fault segments with the best structural constraints from wells. 
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Presenter’s notes: The linear relationship between fold area and depth gives a computed detachment that is slightly steeper than the fault dip predicted by the 

kinematic model, but it confirms that the fault dip increases with depth. 
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Presenter’s notes: In constrast to structures with flat detachments, we need to account for the area associated with the fault dip. 

To account for the difference, fold area A is measured using the footwall and hangingwall depths at the regional limit and equated to the displaced area, C.  

This estimates the area associated with the fault dip from the footwall-hangingwall depth difference. 
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http://www.searchanddiscovery.com/documents/2017/41998eichelberger/video1
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http://www.searchanddiscovery.com/documents/2017/41998eichelberger/video2
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http://www.searchanddiscovery.com/documents/2017/41998eichelberger/video3
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